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Industrial Training: 2 lines

Modern Molecular Techniques to Study Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders

Development of polymeric nanoparticulate targeted formulation for specific delivery to the site of interests

Academic / Professional activities:

- Institutional biosafety committee member
- Internal member- Board of studies
- Reviewer-Recent Patents on Nanotechnology (Bentham Science Publishers)
- Reviewer-International Journal of Biochemistry Research & Review (Science domain international)
- Reviewer-Croatian Journal of Fisheries
- Reviewer-Water Science and Engineering (Elsevier)
- Life member in Society of Neurosciences India
- Member in Stem cell society India

Awards/Honours

Best Faculty Award 2007 & 2012

Sponsored Projects / Industrial Consultancy

Reversal of multi drug resistant Pseudomonas aeruginosaisolated from various clinical sources by Pyochelin – conjugated liposome oleic acids co encapsulated with combination antibiotics (ICMR)

Studies on expression of Nurr1, Foxa1, Engrailed – 1/2 and Lmx1a/b genes in MPP+ induced Parkinson disease model in zebra fish embryos (DBT-Neurobiology)